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Christmas at the
Cathedral of Frisco
You’re invited to join Elevate Life Church in
Frisco this season for their annual production,
Christmas at the Cathedral. This family-friendly
and free production is designed to engage and
inspire with new and exciting elements
including singing, acting, dancing, music and
more. This year will feature special guest, Dez
Duron from The Voice, as he serenades guests
with Christmas favorites. Another exciting
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Recreate the classics with Sip-n-
doodle

Posted: Thursday, June 17, 2010 12:00 am

By William Johnson, william.johnson@mavs.uta.edu |
0 comments

The artists and owners of Sip-n-doodle, a new
McKinney based paint party company, urge
customers to paint with reckless abandon and
leave their worries at the door.

Housed in the gallery of the McKinney
Performing Arts Center, Sip-n-doodle invites
guests to browse the work of their in-house
artists and pick a piece to emulate during class.
Group attendance to classes can range from five
people to twenty, depending on the day. For $30,
Customers are invited to bring beverages of their
choosing while the staff provides the paint,
canvases, aprons, and coolers.

Classes begin with students walking up to the
front of the class and consecutively splash
swatches of paint in accordance to the
company’s motto. Co-owners Allison Spielman
and Heather Kitchens described the exercise as
a way to familiarize patrons with the canvas.
Each person contributes swatches to the
canvas, in what becomes a collaborative collage
of the class’ efforts. On days that somebody is
having a birthday, the painting is given to them,
Speilman said.

Attendee Kristi Grisham recreated a scarlet fleur-de-lis she picked from the website. Grisham said
she wasn’t sure if she could paint well enough before coming. Now, she said, she believes that she
can.

“I was definitely more of a stick figure person,” Grisham said.

The two hour classes attract women and couples of varying skill levels. On Tuesday’s class,
participants painted everything from a Tree of Life, to a recreation of Van Gogh’s Starry Night. No
particular skill level is needed to register for a session.
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element is an electric sting quartet playing
Christmas classics in a unique and inspiring
way – like you’ve never heard before. Following
the show, Lead Pastor Keith Craft will be
sharing a special message to remind us of the
reason for the season.
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Coppell Rotary Club's Flag Lease Program A Success
in 2015

MYO to present THE BEST CHRISTMAS PAGEANT
EVER

Van donation by Ford will help North Texas Food
Bank
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Allen police elicit confessions from a criminal

Princeton teen sets lifting record

Frisco's 25-year-old Merry Main Street celebration
expected to draw 20,000

Plano IT executive announces campaign for
Congress

Teen dies after Plano shooting

From Around The Web
Ever look yourself up? This new site is addicting. If
you enter your name on this site, the results will
surprise you. (Instant Checkmate)

Woman Who Shot at Home Depot Shoplifters Vows
to Never Help Anyone Again (The New York Times)

This 20-year-old from Alabama doesn't LOOK like a
terrorist, does she? (CBS News)

New Craze Starts To Wipe Out Slow Computers
Across The US (Turbo Your PC)

Buying Medigap Plan F? Read This First
(MedicareSupplement.com)

1
Keep it Clean.
Please avoid obscene, vulgar,
lewd, racist or sexually-
oriented language.

2
Don't Threaten or Abuse.
Threats of harming another
person will not be tolerated.
AND PLEASE TURN OFF CAPS
LOCK.

3
Be Truthful.
Don't knowingly lie about
anyone or anything.

4
Be Nice.
No racism, sexism or any sort
of -ism that is degrading to
another person.

5
Be Proactive.
Use the 'Report' link on each
comment to let us know of
abusive posts.

6
Share with Us.
We'd love to hear eyewitness
accounts, the history behind an
article.

Artists Kathy Lett and Leslie Booth facilitate the experience for customers and provide helpful tips
during sessions. Depending on the skill level of the artist, they may also pre-sketch the piece for
them. Because of the variety of work customers have to choose from, the artists demonstrate
specific techniques and brush strokes for each piece.

“I’ve done a painting 20 different times, and it comes out different every time,” Booth said to a
roomful of students. “I love that. I love the uniqueness about it.”

When asked why she instructs the painting classes, Lett said that painting is spiritual for her. In
her classes, she encourages painters to make long brush strokes by asking them to feel the paint
and get in tune with their pieces.

“I love people and love to bring the creativity out in them,” Lett said. “It’s therapeutic. It’s my
release to peace.”

This company books for private parties, baby showers, bridal parties, and scheduled classes on
it’s website. Go to www.sipndoodle.com or call 214-501-9305 for more information

Posted in News on Thursday, June 17, 2010 12:00 am.
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